
Ada Lace On The Case: An Ada Lace
Adventure

When it comes to captivating and mind-boggling mysteries, one character stands
out among the rest - Ada Lace. In the book "Ada Lace On The Case: An Ada Lace
Adventure," written by Emily Calandrelli, young readers are taken on an
exhilarating journey filled with scientific curiosities and thrilling investigations.
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The Adventurous World of Ada Lace

Ada Lace, the brilliant aspiring scientist, showcases her unyielding curiosity and
problem-solving skills in this latest installment of the Ada Lace Adventure series.
From the first page, readers are immediately captivated by Ada's unique
perspective on the world, her complex inventions, and her determination to
unravel any mystery thrown her way.
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Emily Calandrelli, a renowned science communicator, effortlessly weaves science
and technology into Ada's adventures, making this book not only entertaining but
also educational. Young readers will find themselves immersed in Ada's
experiments, learning about the laws of physics, chemistry, and even computer
programming along the way.

The Spellbinding Plot

"Ada Lace On The Case" introduces us to Ada's latest mystery: her family's new
house is haunted! Strange occurrences keep happening, and Ada is convinced
that there is a scientific explanation behind it all. Determined as ever, she delves
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into the depths of her scientific knowledge and employs her trusty sidekick, Rosie
the robot, to assist her in her investigations.

Through Ada's thoughtful observations and delightful conversations with Rosie,
young readers are not only engaged in the intriguing plot but also introduced to
the scientific method. Ada teaches them how to make observations, form
hypotheses, conduct experiments, and draw s - essential skills for any budding
scientist.

The Inquisitive Mind of Ada Lace

One of the most admirable qualities of Ada Lace is her unwavering curiosity.
Regardless of the obstacle she faces, Ada's inquisitive mind continuously drives
her to seek answers and solutions. This unyielding curiosity is sure to inspire
young readers to ask questions and explore the wonders of the world around
them.

However, Ada Lace is not a lone warrior in her adventures. She is supported by a
diverse cast of characters, each adding their own unique skills and perspectives
to the story. From her best friend, Nina, to her neighbor, Taye, and her mother,
Ada's interactions provide a sense of community and demonstrate the power of
teamwork and collaboration.

The Impact of Ada Lace

Since its publication, the Ada Lace Adventure series has garnered widespread
acclaim from both young readers and educators alike. The relatable and witty
protagonist keeps readers engaged while subtly integrating scientific concepts
into the narrative.



The book's emphasis on problem-solving, critical thinking, and the joy of
discovery makes it an invaluable tool for teaching STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) subjects. With Ada Lace as their guide, young
readers are encouraged to explore the realms of science, spark their curiosity,
and potentially forge a future in STEM fields.

Ada Lace On The Case: An Ada Lace Adventure offers young readers an
unforgettable journey into the world of science and mystery. By following Ada's
adventures and unraveling her ingenious solutions, readers are inspired to think
critically, embrace their curiosity, and explore the wonders of the scientific realm.
Emily Calandrelli's masterful storytelling and the vivid illustrations throughout the
book make Ada Lace's escapades come to life, ensuring that readers will be
eagerly awaiting the next installment of this captivating series.
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From Emily Calandrelli—host of Xploration Outer Space, correspondent on Bill
Nye Saves the World, and graduate of MIT—comes the first novel in a brand-new
chapter book series about an eight-year-old girl with a knack for science, math,
and solving mysteries with technology.
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Ada Lace—third-grade scientist and inventor extraordinaire—has discovered
something awful: her neighbor’s beloved Yorkie has been dognapped!

With the assistance of a quirky neighbor named Nina (who is convinced an alien
took the doggie) and her ever-growing collection of gadgets, Ada sets out to find
the wrongdoer. As their investigation becomes more and more mysterious, Ada
and Nina grow closer, proving that opposites do, in fact, attract.
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